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Space travelers will not need any s pecial training or clothing and will have acces s to plus h s eats , a bar and a bathroom. Image courtes y of Space
Pers pective
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For those who are looking for an experience that will be out of this world, there are now seats available for a luxury
trip to space.

Space Perspective, a luxury spaceflight experience company, is announcing reservations are now open for six-hour,
history-making flights to space, set to take off beginning in 2024. With tickets priced at $125,000 each, consumers will
be able to board Spaceship Neptune, powered by a spaceballoon the size of a football field, for the ultimate luxury
space-travel experience.
Luxury in space
No special training, clothing or equipment is required for adventurous affluents looking to obtain a reservation.
Soaring at an altitude of 100,000 feet, travelers can soak in the 360-degree views of planet Earth, recline in their
seats, walk around, eat and drink.
T he capsule comes complete with plush seats, a bar and bathroom, and can fit up to eight travelers at a time.

During the inaugural tes t flight, cameras onboard the caps ule captured a dazzling image of Earth at s unris e. Image credit: Space Pers pective

Last week, the company successfully completed their inaugural test flight of Neptune One from the Space Coast
Spaceport with the capsule capturing an image of Earth at sunrise, offering a glimpse into the ultimate luxury space
experience travelers can have as soon as 2024.
Founders and co-CEOs of Space Perspective Jane Poynter and T aber MacCallum are a married couple with years of
space innovation experience, aiming to make space travel a more inclusive and safer arena.
As brands continue to innovate and develop new technologies, affluents consider new and exciting means of
travel.
If one is looking forward to the future of luxury travel, they may want to look up, as it involves flying cars as well as
more autonomous vehicles.
During the T echnology in Luxury Conference on March 31, panelists discussed how reimagining the future of luxury
travel will involve continued dedication to technological innovation and brands continuing to both stay true to their
brand ethos and envision the needs of the consumer. T he panel discussed the progression of technology within
these luxury means of travel, what draws consumers to these products as well as the challenges that await (see
story).
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